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Artisan Earrings
Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL084
Handcrafted Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 10mm yellow jade teardrop which hangs from a 10mm sterling
silver round drop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings - JCL085
Handcrafted Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round orange carnelian bead which
hangs within a 14mm sterling silver organic frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1/2 inch (14mm) from the top of the earwire
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings - JCL086
Handcrafted Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round red coral bead which hangs within a 11mm
sterling silver round frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL087
Handcrafted Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 10mm pink teardrop hanging from a sterling silver pinch bail. The
earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. Pay close attention to the subtle facets on this stone -- very elegant!
The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95
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Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings - JCL088
Handcrafted Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings. Created using two 4mm round amethyst beads hanging inside a
24mm sterling silver marquis frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (24mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL089
Handcrafted Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using a blue agate teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone.
The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inches (34mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL090
Handcrafted Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using an amazonite teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone.
The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inch (34mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings - JCL091
Handcrafted Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings. Created using a 6mm green aventurine round bead hanging inside a
curved silver pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (26mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95
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Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings - JCL057
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling
silver silver 18mm cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made
from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic
earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver cherry blossom charm. The
earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the
earwire.
$21.95

Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings - JCL092
Handcrafted Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 11mm smoky quartz teardrop with a sterling silver bead cap.
The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Infinity Earrings - JCL058
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Infinity Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver 22mm
infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made
from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic
earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
Silver Infinity Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Sterling silver 22mm infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski
pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28mm (1¼ inch) from the top
of the earwire.
$21.95

Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings - JCL093
Handcrafted Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings. Created using an 8mm black onyx round bead hanging inside a long silver
pinch bail.
The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95
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Silver Teardrop with Pearl Earrings - JCL107
Created using a sterling silver teardrop with 5mm pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Byzantine Hoop Earrings - JCL108
Created using a 12mm silver ring which hangs from a silver chainmail design. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French
earwire.
The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Mobius Earrings, Brass, Copper and Silver - JCL109
Created using brass, copper and silver 12mm jump rings. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately ¾ inch (20mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Double Hoop Earrings - JCL110
Created using 2 sterling silver hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95
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Brass Double Hoop Earrings - JCL111
Created using 2 brass hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Hammered Brass Teardrop Earrings - JCL112
Created using a hammered brass teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Gold Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL114
Created using a gold wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold
plating.
The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL113
Created using a silver wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold
plating.
The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95
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Silver Flower Earrings - JCL115
Created using a sterling silver flower charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (15mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Brass Earrings with Floral Charm - JCL116
Created using a brass link and floral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/4 inch (30mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Spiral Earring - JCL117
Created using a sterling silver oval link and a sterling silver spiral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
This earring measures approximately ¾ inch (18 mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Shades Of Red Earrings - JCL064
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Red Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of red hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (7/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$20.95
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Silver Cubes Earrings - JCL065
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cubes Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using five 3 millimeter silver
plate faceted cube beads hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver diamond shape frame. The earring is mounted on a French
hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each
pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them
without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 26mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings - JCL067
For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 25
millimeter Sterling silver textured hoop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base
of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers.
The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures
approximately 29mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings - JCL068
For your sensitive ears ... Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8
millimeter x 10 millimeter genuine mother of pearl teardrop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is
made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic
earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The
earring measures approximately 12mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings - JCL069
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6 millimeter
Swarovski® pearl encircled by an 11 millimeter Sterling silver textured ring. The Saturn ring is smooth, with no sharp edges. The
earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then
polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a
secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 15mm (1/2 inch) from
the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95
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Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings - JCL070
For your sensitive ears ... Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 11
millimeter Sterling silver dragonfly charm with a 15 millimeter genuine mother of pearl disc. The earring is mounted on a French
hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each
pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them
without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings - JCL071
For your sensitive ears ... Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 3
& 4 millimeter Swarovski® pearls with 19mm Sterling silver dragonfly wings. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of
them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings - JCL072
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 8 millimeter
round Sterling silver ball drops with a tarnish-resistant finish. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself
is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear
plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling
out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire. Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide
variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to
display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website
are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else
on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several
notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Shades Of Teal Earrings - JCL063
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Teal Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of teal hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95
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Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings - JCL083
Handcrafted Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings in honor of Stay-At-Home Easter in 2020. This is the giveaway pair for the 15%
Off Sale for East 2020 and is available while supplies last. Just use the coupon easter2020 and get 15% off entire orders of
$25.00 or more. No exclusions. Expires midnight 4/12/20. THE FIRST 25 ORDERS FOR $25 OR MORE AT REGULAR PRICES
GET THE FREE GIVEAWAY EARRINGS SHOWN!
Created by Christie Leighton using an 8mm light blue glass round bead with a silver bead cap. The earring hangs from a surgical
steel French ear wire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$0.00

Shades Of Blue Earrings - JCL059
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Blue Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of blue hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Shades Of Green Earrings - JCL060
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Green Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of green hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Shades Of Purple Earrings - JCL061
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Purple Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of purple hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95
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Shades Of Pink Earrings - JCL062
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Pink Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter
Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of pink hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a
French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine.
Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear
them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our
customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles
Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and
around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site.
She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95
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